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Higgs Production at N3LO
at Threshold



 

Theory/Scale uncertainty of inclusive eff.NNLO 
in gluon fusion is roughly

10% 
- This number is too large to match the accuracy of upcoming 
experimental measurements

- How much can we trust this number? 
(Scale Uncertainty at NLO was misleading)



 

How can we decrease Theory uncertainties?

 Compute the next order: N3LO (effective)
 Most desirable but very difficult! 
 100000 3-loop diagrams, mostly (most difficult) still unknown. 
 Big challenge for existing technology!

 Approximate the next order
 If reliable approximations exist then this can always be a serious option.

 Resum to all orders
 If terms can be identified to spoil the perturbative convergence. 



 

The Threshold Expansion

The hadronic cross section is a convolution of Luminosity and partonic cross section

Can a fast converging expansion can be build by expanding around Threshold z=1



 

                        Do we expand            or              around z=1?

To parameterise this ambiguity we introduce a function         which satisfies  

  

Expand around z=1Don't expand 

Varying the function g(z) we can gauge the quality of the approximation

The Threshold Ambiguity

Do we expand              or             ?

We parameterise the ambiguity by inserting a function        which satisfies



 

The Convergence of the Threshold Expansion
at NLO and NNLO

Here include full scale dependence and full dependence on the Wilson Coefficient.
This is at 13TeV keeping  

Observations: 
-only g=1/z converges fully but is also slowest. 
-g=z converges fastest. 



 

Collinear Improved Soft Expansion

Here we use an expansion of the form:

Further we use g=1/z for subleading terms and the LO splitting function for Plus terms expanded to different orders. Plot shows ratio 
of cross sections at 13 TeV and mH=125GeV =mu.



 

VVV:

● Known [Baikov, Chetyrkin, Smirnov, Smirnov, Steinhauser; 
Gehrmann, Glover, Huber, Ikizlerli, Studerus] 

RVV: 

● 2-loop amplitude known up to O(ε) [Gehrmann, Jaquier, Glover, Koukoutsakis]

● One loop soft current known [Duhr, Gehrmann; Li, Zhu]

● Soft limit known 

● Full calculation in progress

(RV)^2: 

●  Known [Anastasiou, Duhr, Dulat, FH, 
Mistlberger; Kilgore]

RRV:

● Soft limit known [Anastasiou, Duhr, Dulat, FH, 
Mistlberger,Furlan;Li, Mantueffel, Schabinger, Zhu]

● Next term / Full Calculation in progress

RRR:  

● Know first two terms in soft expansion
[Anastasiou, Duhr, Dulat, Mistlberger]

Collinear/UV counterterms: 

● known [Pak, Rogal, Steinhauser; Anastasiou, Buehler, Duhr, FH; 
Höschele, Hoff, Pak, Steinhauser, Ueda; Buehler, Lazopoulos]

N3LO StatusN3LO Status



 

All integrals necessary for the threshold have now been computed!

Artist: C.Duhr



 

Higgs Production at Threshold at N3LO Higgs Production at Threshold at N3LO 



 

The Soft Virtual Approximation The Soft Virtual Approximation 
NNLO vs N3LONNLO vs N3LO

Besides Soft N3LO we also include full kinematic wilson coefficient and scale dependent 
N3LO contributions in all partonic channels. Scale variation is done using
This is at 13TeV for a 125GeV Higgs boson. 



 

Towards exact N3LO

N3LO = Reverse Unitarity + IBPs + Differential Equations + Boundary

The first two terms in the 
Soft expansion give a 
sufficient boundary condition



 

ConclusionsConclusions

● We need to improve our understanding of the theoretical 
uncertainty on the gluon fusion cross section.

● Have presented the analytic result of the N3LO cross section in 
the soft limit, the first calculation done at N3LO for hadron 
colliders.

● The Threshold expansion is fast converging even at 13 TeV.

● Further coefficients of soft expansion of the N3LO are in close 
reach. The full result could be feasible.

● Have presented numerics for the soft virtual approximation at 
N3LO. The SV approximation gives an indication of the full 
N3LO, but has large uncertainties. 



 

Shifting Logs and Collinear improved 
Soft-Virtual Approximation

The analytic structure of the partonic cross section can be written as 

Can shift logs from plus to regular terms:

Taking                  reproduces the correct leading logarithm in the reguar part   



 

Also works for arbitrary     at NNLO  



 

Reverse Unitarity, IBPs and Reverse Unitarity, IBPs and 
Differential EquationsDifferential Equations

Write cut-propagators as a difference of Feynman propagators 

to establish differentiation properties

This “trick” allows us derive IBP identities to find all linear relations among the 
Master Integrals. This then also allows us to set up a system of differential 
equations:

In principle (if we can solve the system), then all we need is a boundary 
condition. 

Used for NNLO
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